Because a number of image feature data to store, complex calculation to execute during the face recognition, therefore the face recognition process was realized only by PCs with high performance. In this paper, the OpenCV facial Haar-like features were used to identify face region; the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was employed in quick extraction of face features and the Euclidean Distance was also adopted in face recognition; as thus, data amount and computational complexity would be reduced effectively in face recognition, and the face recognition could be carried out on embedded platform. Finally, based on Tiny6410 embedded platform, a set of embedded face recognition systems was constructed. The test results showed that the system has stable operation and high recognition rate can be used in portable and mobile identification and authentication.
Introduction
Face recognition technology [1] emerged in 1980s, developed rapidly, and obtained staged achievements since 1990s. Gradually, it has been applied in feature search system, authentication system [2] , and access control system [3] . Due to a number of images feature data, complex calculation, and the larger storage space and high processing capacity, currently, most face recognitions are realized only by PCs with high performance; so portability and mobility in this process are restricted greatly. At present, the embedded system [4] is widely used in the front-end of entrance guard system and attendance system in order to collect face images. Then, the information collected is transferred to the back-end over the network, and the face recognition is carried out by the back-end PCs. However, this working mode heavily relies on recognition by the back-end and is limited by the bandwidth and stability of data transmission network. It still cannot reach the purpose of the move at will.
Since portability and mobility in this process are restricted greatly in the current face recognition system, it is necessary to develop a set of face recognition systems in which both image collection and recognition are realized on the embedded system.
Principle of Face Recognition
The process of face recognition is divided into two stages, training and recognition stages, shown in Figure 1 .
Face Training.
To ensure convenient face image processing, the original YUV format image is transformed to IplImage format image. Haar-like face detection algorithm (Viola-Jones method) is used to identify face region [5] . In order to enhance the contrast of image, reduce the influence from external factors and improve the following recognition rate; the face image identified is processed with the histogram equalization.
In order to obtain main features of original image, Principal Component Analysis [6] (PCA) subspace of eigenfaces, the PCA is used to extract subspace of eigenface from face image processed. This method can effectively reduce redundant data, and data can be processed in a low-dimensional feature space. Meanwhile, most information of the original image is saved.
Face Recognition.
Similarly, the test of face image is processed through format transformation, Haar-like face detection, and histogram equalization.
The face image processed is projected to the PCA subspace of eigenfaces; thus, projection coefficients on the subspace can be obtained. The projection coefficients represent the position of test face image in the PCA subspace of eigenfaces. Then, the analysis contrasts the coefficients with the coefficients of PCA subspace of eigefaces; finally, the face can be recognized by using Euclidean Distance [7] . Figure 2 . Since this feature library can only describe the structure with specific directions (horizontal, vertical, and diagonal), the features extracted are relatively rough. Subsequently, Lienhart and Maydt put forward a series of extended Haar-like features [9] as listed in Table 1 based on the basis mentioned above; the edgefeature is extended to 4 types, and linear-feature is extended to 8 types adding 2 center-features. These extended Haar-like features make face recognition more convenient and fast. Haar feature stands for the differential value of gray level sum between corresponding region of the black rectangle and the white rectangle. And Haar feature reflects the degree of image part-graying. Each feature is composed of 2∼3 rectangles, and they are applied in the detection of edgefeature, linear-feature, and center-feature. Value of each feature is made up by the sum of pixel values in corresponding rectangle region, shown as
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where rectSum( ) represents the gray-level integration of image enclosed by rectangular ; stands for the number of matrices which compose featur ; represents the weight of rectangular region; value +1 represents the weight of white rectangular region; value −1 represents the weight of black rectangular region.
Integral Image.
Setting the four basic features as an example, permutation, and combination at random in a window with size 24 * 24 will generate at least hundreds of thousands of features. Calculating eigenvalues of these features will make a large amount of calculation. Therefore, obtaining gray value of the pixel and then making evaluation obviously cannot meet real-time needs. The integral-image method can make fast to process image on calculating the eigenvalues of current subimage. Integral image is a method of fast calculation of rectSum( ) with the idea of replacing time with space. The sum of pixel values in rectangle region formed from starting point of image to the rest is saved as an array. We can directly use the array to do calculation when we need to calculate rectSum( ) of certain region. This method avoids recalculation of pixels of this region; so calculation speed improves.
Adaboost Algorithm.
Adaboost algorithm is a kind of classifier algorithms. Its basic idea is constructing an accurate classifier with strong ability of classification by means of combining a large number of simple classifier according to some rules.
(1) Training of Simple Classifiers. The form of simple classifier generated by the th feature is shown as
where ℎ is the value of simple classifier; is a testing subwindow; is the threshold; is the attribution of sample and it indicates the direction of the sign of inequality; value +1 represents positive samples and −1 negative samples; and ( ) is eigenvalue. Training samples include positive samples and negative samples. The object samples (human face images) to be From formula (2), a weak classifier is decided by both corresponding threshold and feature . Each feature will be trained to obtain a specified classifier, and the analysis will find the optimal threshold and minimize the classification error of using this weak classifier to classify all samples under current weight distribution.
For each feature, the corresponding weak classifier is trained. Finally, the weak classifier with lowest classification error ratio for all training samples is selected, called optimal weak classifier.
(2) Training of Strong Classifiers. Adaboost classifier includes many optimal weak classifiers which are connected together by some rules and weights. After times training, optimal weak classifiers are generated.
A strong classifier has been constructed by optimal weak classifiers in terms of the following:
where represents the number of optimal weak classifiers included in the strong classifier and = log(1 − )/ , represents error ratio of the th optimal weak classifiers.
From formula (3), all weak classifiers have their judgments for testing image. This process is similar to "voting. " Then through getting the weighted sum of "voting" in terms of error rates of weak classifiers, the final result can be made by comparing the result of weighted sum of "voting" with the result of average "voting. " The result of average "voting" is, namely, probability average value under the condition where the supporting probability is equal to objecting probability. face classifier based on Adaboost algorithm. This classifier can detect face quickly and recognize face effectively. In fact, the multilayer structure proposed by Paul Viola and Michael JoneS is a degenerated decision tree. If the current subwindow is a human face when the images go through all simple classifiers in a certain order, the current image will go to the next detection, otherwise, the current sub-window is ceased and the next sub-window will work, as shown in Figure 3. 
"Eigenface" Recognition Algorithm.
Based on principal component method, "Eigenface" recognition algorithm [10] has been widely applied to face detection and face recognition.
"Eigenface" is the assembly of these eigenvectors corresponding to the large eigenvalues in face covariance matrix. It treats face image as a vector and gets eigenvectors by Karhunen-Loeve transform [11] . The eigenvectors which are similar to the face are called eigenface. The linear combinations of these eigenvectors are used to describe, represent, and recognize the face image.
The preprocessed face image is projected to the subspace composed of "Eigenface". Then projection coefficients on the subspace can be obtained. The projection coefficients that represent the position of test face image in the PCA subspace of eigenfaces compare with coefficients of the subspace of eigenfaces and finally recognize by using Euclidean Distance.
The method of computing credibility is the key to recognition. Now the best method of computing confidence is base on Euclid Distance, as shown in the following:
where represents credibility; is the Euclidean Distance between the projection of a test image and the projection of the trained images; trainFaceNum is the number of faces in training; and eigenVectorsNum is the number of face eigenvectors.
System Construction

General Architecture.
Based on Tiny6410 embedded platform, a set of embedded face recognition system is constructed. The man-machine interface of the system is programmed with Qt graphic library; the part of video gathering is implemented by video interface of v4l2 [12] in Linux; and OpenCV library is applied in the video processing part. Two steps in the system work as follows:
(1) detection stage: system searching for the face region (displayed by rectangle) in the whole image; (2) recognition stage: contrasting the face image obtained above to the face image trained in the database, and then judging the person who it is.
If the system recognition is successful, the recognition result will be displayed in white text and the system will pop a dialog box which shows logon. If failed, system will pop a warning dialog. Figure 4 , test ID is inputted firstly, a frame of image from USB camera is gotten by system, and then the image is grayed and processed with histogram equalization in order to enhance the degree of contrast of image. Next, the preprocessed image is determined whether it will be added to the training set. PCA algorithm is applied to deal with all images in the training set when the number of images in training set reach the presented number. Finally, the XML database is generated.
Working Process
System Training. As shown in
System Recognition.
In the recognition stage, system reads the database file of trained images and applies PCA algorithm to compare test image with the database data. If credibility goes beyond the threshold value, the corresponding user name is displayed on the screen and a message will be popped; otherwise, a warning dialog will be popped.
System can capture several images from camera and compute average credibility of these images in order to improve the accuracy and the reliability. 
System Test
The system carries out 9 times tests.
In the No. 1∼No. 4 tests, only the face data of person A is added to the face database. At this time, person B and person C are "strangers. " Only Person A can login the system.
In the No. 5∼No. 9 tests, the face data of person B is added to the face database. At this time, only person C is a "stranger, " but both person A and person B can login the system. The results of test are shown as Table 2 .
In the 1st test, the time consuming for login person A is 14 s. At this time, system temporarily saves the login information of person A. In the 2nd test, person A can login immediately. In the 3rd and 4th test, since person B and person C did not login before, and person B and person C are not trained, thus B and C cannot login. At this time, system still saves the login information of person A. So person A can login immediately. In the 5th and 6th tests, person B is trained. At this time, person B can login immediately, and system temporarily saves the login information of person B. In the 7th test, because person C did not be trained, person C cannot login. In the 8th test, system still saves the login information of person B when person A login again. So system needs to rescan all sub-windows (time consuming is 12 s), and temporarily saves the login information of person A. In the 9th test, system still saves the login information of person A when person B login again. So system needs to rescan all sub-windows (time consuming is 11 s), and temporarily saves the login information of person B. 
Conclusion
This paper introduces the specific face recognition technology which is based on embedded platform and puts forward a solution, which stresses on face detection algorithm, face recognition algorithm, and application development. This technology makes full use of the advantage of PCA algorithm on feature extraction and the advantages (such as fast detection speed and high detection rate) of AdaBoost algorithm based on Haar. A set of embedded face recognition system based on Tiny6410 embedded platform is realized. After face recognition testing, the results showed that this system runs stably and has high recognition rate. Thus, it can be widely used in the Things of Internet that needs to verify user identification through portable and mobile methods [13] and in Intelligent Transportation System [9, 10] that needs face recognition technology. In the future research, the Cortex A8 embedded platform that has better ability of floating-point operation will be applied in the system in order to further improve the overall performance of the system.
